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if they could play their very easy assignments without batting an eyelid.
Storfer and his New Jersey group provide pleasant work but must be heard
in music of more difficulty for proper
evaluation. Sound and surfaces are
acceptable.
MICHAEL MARK

builds the climax to the overpowering
centerpiece, the "Sanctus, sanctus"

list the Ricordi editions used for this record but erroneously give RV394 as be-

ingPR727 instead of PR721. The notes

lubilation.

a budget price, this MCA Four
kcred Pieces should be an immediate

At

second after the Giulini-Angel, certainly
for saying something different about this
beautiful music. Until the vivid performance of Richard Westenberg's Musica
&,cra is released on disc, these two recommendations have no competition.
SHELDON N. KOTIUADLO

VERDI: Four Sacred Pieces
Musica Aeterna Chorut and Orchestra;
Frederic Waldman, conductor; Patricia Brookl,
EOprano

MCA-Utlestminster Recorde MCA- 1 42O,

on the music by Lajos Zeke are interesting but no recording data is given other
than the name clf the producer and engi-

and orchestra is worthy but lacking in
inspiration. Tempos are generally on the
slow side and there is little dynamic vari-

ation.
The recorded sound is of a piece with

The cover has a fine photograph of a
beautiful viola d'amore (by J. B. Weigert
of Linz, 1730) but, alas, that is a seven
stringed instrument and the viola called

the perforrnances, competent but lacking in sparkle as well as in clarity and
spaciousness. The soloist is well balanced
with the orchestra and the disc surfaces
are noticeably quiet. All in all, an interest.
ing record but the performances do not

for by Vivaldi had six strings.

make the listener's heart sing.

neer.

The Hungarian soloist, Ldszld Baisony,
is on the evidence of this record a competent violist, but one without much interpretative spark. lndeed, the performance
of tlris delightful music by both soloist

IFAN PAYNE

$5.98

With tr lot of imagination
and less nroney than you u,ould

With all the fierce competition from old
and new recordings, this little jewel
rightly deserves a particular place in any
record collection. Remastered with soloists and choir "forward" and put onto
disc at high recording level, acoustically
this MCA reissue proves superior to its

formidable rival, the 1963 GiuliniPhilharmonia performance.
Waldman leads his smaller group in an
aggressive manner. He sharply delineates
his choral parts to the point where individual singers frequently emerge. Giulini's older sound seems indistinct*even
on an imported German pressing. Waldman directs an almost operatic creationparticularly notable in the drama evoked
at the trombone entrance before the
Statat Mater words "Ouando corpus

morietur"; Giulini creates an ethereal,
chu rchl i ke atmosphere.

But for the great Te Deum, the good
stereo separation used by the Waldman
engineers to distinguish brass and strings
before "Tu rex gloriae Christe" cannot
match the larger Philharmonia Orchestra's emotional and sonic impact. Throughout this entire Te Deum Giulini maintains the required mystery and carefully

$

How about it? Write:
Nati.rr.l'Iru.st lor
H istoric Preservat ion,

Frigyes Sandor, artistic director
Hungaroton SLPX 12162, $9.98

irnagine, a S7-foot wide
abandoned water storage tank
in Rocky Mount, NC, is novv 6l
clrarnatic 3-story art gallery
and c-omnrtrnity theatre. When
peoplc understand the idea of
adaptive uses, it's antazing
what can be preserved.

The viola d'amore, so called because of

nind the water tarrlr in this pictrrne.

VIVALDI: Concertos for Viola d'amore
in A Major, frV396; D Minor, RV394;
D Minor, RV395; D Minor, RV393; D
Major, RV392
Ldszl6 BCrsony, viola d'amore; Liszt Ferenc Chamber Orchestra; J6nos Rolla, leader;

the traditional blindfolded Amor carved
at the scroll of the instrument, is a six
or seven stringed viola that has an additional set of sympathetic brass or steel
strings threaded through the bottom of
the bridge. I would characterize the lovely sound of the instrument as that of a
slightly more "nasal" viola. The liner
notes to this record err in stating that
Vivaldi wrote but six concertos for the
viola d'amore. ln addition to the five on
this disc, there are another two concertos
for viola d'amore and strings (RV395a
and RV397), a concerto for viola d'amore
and lute (RVilO), and a chamber concerto for viola d'amore, two horns, two
oboes and bassoon (RV97). The notes
American Record Guide

Derparl.rnent O6O 1,
T lLO ,Jackson I)lace, NW,

Washington, I)C 20006.
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SIBE

LIUS: Concerto for Violin and

Orchestra in D Minor, Op. 47
SINDING z Suite for Violin and
Orchestra in A Minor, Op. l0
Itzhak Perlman, violin, Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra; Andre Previn, conductor
Angel 52-37663, $8.98

Perlman's second recording of the
Sibelius Violin Concerto (the first was
with Leinsdorf and the Boston S. O.

on RCA AGLl-1529) is disappointing
on several grounds. His playing of the
solo part does not represent him at
his best. Either this was not his day
American Record Guide

or this is not the work for him, but
his playing seems perfunctory and
lacking in involvement. There is no
need to go into detail, one example
will suffice. Listen to his playing of
the repeated Fs, four bars after fig. 3.
They are treated as a bunch of repetitive notes of little interest. Contrast
this with the way in which Belkin in
his recent performance (London 7181)
colors each note and gives expressive
meaning to the whole phrase. And so
it goes. lt isn't that Perlman's playing
is bad, it just lacks the zip and insight
that one has come to expect from a
player who has so recently given us
such superb performances, for example, of the Berg and Stravinsky

same coupling plus Novadek's Perpetuum
Mobile at half the price on Turnabout
OTV 34722-see ARG June 1979.)
There can by now be few readers who
do not know the wonderful music of
the Sibelius Violin Concerto, but those I
wishing a recommendation should investi

in the Heifetz/Beecham version on
Seraphim 60221-recorded in 1935,
still sounding good, and surely one of
the classic recordings. Or, if you absoIutely must have stereo, then Heifetz

Concertos
The recorded sound is spatially and
dynamically constricted. The volume
has

to be turned up in order to bring

some life to the listening experience,
but the sound then becomes raucous.
Orchestral detail is not clear and the

tepid, lacking any solidity or
impact. Sonically, the production is a
disgrace to the record industry.
It is interesting that in his liner notes
Hugh Ottaway quotes a description of
the Sibelius Concerto as "the best that
Tchaikovsky ever produced," since
bass is

Previn's soft-edged interpretation does
indeed evoke more Tchaikovsky than
one normally expects from this work.
Ottaway, incidentally, conjures up an
apt image when, of the Sibelius Concerto, he writes, "the opening with its
cirrous string texture. . . ."
The Sinding Suite has a short opening presto that is a moto perpetuo, a
rather lovely and rhapsodic adagio and
a vigorous tempo giuxo. Pleasant music,
for those who love the music of Bruch,
which is given a virile performance, but,
unless you absolutely must have this
coupling, it does not constitute a reason
for buying the Sibelius. (Ricci plays the
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with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Hendl on RCA LSC2435. Those seeking an alternative
version should consider Belkin's stunning performance. Finally, those wishing to hear Perlman at his best should
listen to DG 2531-110, which contains
superlative performances of the Berg
and Stravinsky Concerto, a disc that is
surely destined to become one of the
classic recordings

of 1980.

IFAN PAYNE
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BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra in D Major, Op. 61
Anne-Sophie Mutter, violin; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra; Herbert von Karaian,
conductor
DG 2531 250, $9.98

There are four sources for the text of
Beethoven's Op. 61: (1) The autograph score, which in addition to the
orchestral parts contains suggestions for
the piano solo part and three staves upon
which various versions of the violin solo
part are written; (21 A full score-held
in the British Museum-in the hand of a
copyist, which includes both the violin
and piano solos and has numerous corrections and additions of dynamics,
phrasing, etc. in Beethoven's hand; (3)
The first edition, parts only, published
in Vienna in 1808 and, finally; (4) Clementi's edition of both the violin and the
piano ("arrangement") concertos published in London in 1810. The Breitkopf
and Hdrtel Gesamtausgabe is the only edition that comes close to providing an
error-free text, where orchestral parts
are concerned, through a careful comparison of the Vienna first edition and
Beethoven's autograph. Most of the currently available editions perpetuate a
variety of errors, some of which are
corrected in subsequent printings, without comment, so that one is never sure
what one is looking at, or playing.

Where the solo violin part is concerned
the situation is even more confusing.
Two complete versions of the solo part
exist: the manuscript full score in the
British Museum and the Vienna first edition. The Breitkopf and Ha'rtel text corresponds to neither of these, but is an
assembly of parts of both, probablY
made by one Franz Alexander Ptissinger.
A serious look at the solo texts is long
overdue. One final point concerning
texts. There is at least some evidence to
suggest that the violin solo is in fact an
arrangement of the piano version, and

not vice versa.
The various source texts discussed
above amply demonstrate that Beethoven
gave considerable thought to phrasing,
bowing, expression and dynamics of the
solo violin part-he even had indicated a
few fingerings-yet this has not prevented

only seven nineteenth-century teachers:
Ysaye, SeVcIk, Auer, Joachim, Griln,
Marsick, and Hellmesberger. Within such
a limited line of succession, interpretative
tradition, good and bad, is indiscriminately preserved, codified, and unthinkingly passed on. Thus, when one comes
to discuss performances of this concerto,
we are not really dealing with Beethoven's
violin concerto as much as with an editor's (and often a conductor's or solo'
ist's) gloss on Beethoven's concerto. The
performance under consideration is no
exception, and the gloss is buffed to a
high sheen.
The above discussion is important for

two reasons. First, although there are
not many primary sources for a Bee-

variety of editors (Joachim, Flesch,
David, Marteau et al.) from attempting
to improve Beethoven's thoughts on the

thoven performing style, Mutter's playing-and that of the orchestra-seem to
be far removed from what one might
reasonably expect as representing a playing style of 1806. This arises to a considerable extent because, second, Mutter

matter. Over a period of time these emendations and "improvements" have become hallowed and Beethoven's own
notations have fallen by the wayside. lt
is easy to see how such a process occurs
when we realize that at least sixty-eight
contemporary violinists of note were
taught by teachers who were taught by

to ignore Beethoven's own bowing, phrasing and expressive indications.
(The orchestra also ignores an indication given at the end of the larghettosee below.) The sleeve note states that
the Schott edition was used. I presume
that this refers to the orchestral parts
only. I had available to me a (corrupt)

a
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Eulenberg and the Breitkopf and Harte!
of the
solo part. But I am unable to fathom
the reasoning behind the performance
given by Mutter, and, as I have pointed
out above. there is ample source material
available to her.
The first movement is taken at a
slowish tempo. A completely integrated
sound is evident from the start, as a
beautiful, silken orchestral tone is apparent but is well-nigh impossible to
scores and also the Flesch edition

aurally unthread the individual instrumental strands. Anne-Sophie Mutter's
first entry continues i1 the same manner.
The soloist's many triplets are smoothed
out-in fact, despite the frequency of
their occurrence, she hardly plays a
single triplet, quintuplet or sextuplet as
such during the whole work. Staccati
become legato and grand detachC appears
not to be in her repertoire. However,
her playing of the first movement is
virile and beautiful of tone.
The larghetfo is given a performance

that is languid and

as smooth-surfaced

silicone soup. Mutter's playing is
rapturously beautiful, but again she
ignores expressively importa nt staccati,

as

in measures 22,23,26,27 and most
importantly in measures 88 and 89. But
the sheer ethereal beauty of her playing
of the sul G e D, cantable (measures
46 to 65) is heartrending. The orchestral strings do not remove their mutes
in measure 89.
as

':',t

So far the overall conception and
lempos of this performance are similar
to that of the recent Kondrashin/Chung

version but Karajan does not follow the
former's plodding tempo for the rondo.
Rather, he sets a rollicking tempo that
seems more in character with the spirit
of the music. Again Mutter's tone is
most beguiling, especially the Brahmsian
(but note that composer and implied
style) repose that she achieves in the
passage starting at measure 143. But

.,

12

what possessed her to ignore the pizzicato at 218 and play arco instead?
Clementi's edition surely clarified this
textual problem.
I hope that I have made it clear that
this is a gorgeous performance, but of
smoothed out, unwrinkled Beethoven.
Until Edward Melkus or Jaap Schrcider

work their way towards this work we
may never hear Beethoven's violin concerto. However, those who like high
tech and high gloss will be well rewarded
with this new version.
The sound on this record has less
spatial depth than was evident on
Kondrashin's London record, and has
even less variation of instrumental
timbre. Thirty-nine square inches of
the liner notes are taken up with multilingual captions, including eight and
three-fourth inches of a caption explaining, in four languages, the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra's logo. Only eighteen and three-fourth square inches
(14 percent) is devoted to Richard

Osborne's notes on the music, of
which the following is a typical example.
"ln the 1920s chastened by a brilliant
teacher who made him master Mozart
first, the young Menuhin gave the
world a comparably famous interpre-

tation. Against such a background,
the new recording by Anne-Sophie
Mutter is musically welcome, historically apt."
IFAN PAYNE
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